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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: This question paper is divided into four units. Each 
unit contains two questions and students are required 
to attempt four questions while selecting one question 
from each unit. Each question carries 20 marks.
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UNIT-I

(^-1)

1. What do you understand by International Relations Theory? 
Explain the rationale for theory to study IR.

stcRfcjfa wit fWRT (IR Theory) Tt 3JH W 
t? 34‘d'd^’M wit (IR) ^1 3WH

(Theory) ^1

2. Make a critical analysis of classical realist approach of IR.

wit MWHId (Classical
Realist Theory) 3Hdl^HlcH=h

UNIT-II

M-m

3. Define the concept of balance of power and discuss its types 
and relevance in IR.

(Balance of Power) 3W-TITW =fit mRmiFMci 
sfa 31‘d<f^q Wlf (IR) W 3TW 3^

4. Why are liberals optimistic about human progress, 
cooperation and peace in IR? Discuss in detail.

3i’cRf^ wit (IR) $ rtt? 19Frrfrr, wiVt stk TTffiT
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UNIT-III

5. Explain the core assumptions of International Society 
Approach.

RFRinsif fa

6. What are main points of three R's debate in IR? Discuss in
detail.

fadlf^R IRffa (IR) 3 cfa 31R (Three R's) fa RTR 
ffa w t? faw 3 fai

UNIT-IV 
(Wf-IV)

7. Discuss the basic tenets of constructivism and evaluate its 
impact on IR.

fafalRTR (Constructivism) Ri RrF fasrfa RI "Rfa fa fal 
IR RI ?lfa RRTR RR fal

8. Write an essay on the gender perspective of IR.

SickI(IR) Ri fan nfafaT (Gender Perspective)
RI ffa^r fa^’l
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